
CTBUH HQ: This multi story model 
display room encourages the public to 
experience physical models at a scale 
similar to that of real life, tricking the 
viewer into thinking they are at street 
level.

FOURTH FLOOR VOID: Penetrating the 
bottom four floors, this void morphs the 
three main lecture spaces into one 
grand multi-use learning space.

GRAFFITI ROOM FOR OSTY:  
Following the demanding stress and 
expectations of architecture school, 
many students feel the need to express 
their creativity on a larger scale.  This 
space is dedicated to letting students 
fully take over the building and show a 

PUBLIC EXHIBITION AND EXPLORATION:
The general public experiences the 
bottom third of the tower.  Within this 
third lies a grand lobby, interactive 
learning spaces, student/community 
exhibitions, and a vast colonnaded 
volume containing the CTBUH and 
Chicago models - all linked visually by a 
shifting vertical void.

CTBUH OFFICE AND EXHIBIT:
This bar houses the HQ for the Council for 
Tall Buildings, as well as a massive display 
area for physical models on showcase for 
the public.  

VERTICAL STADIA
Vertical Stadia is an educational prototype designed to display all aspects and disciplines of architecture, no matter how beautiful or ugly.  While many different programs will occur in this building, the centralized concept connects all interior spaces to view architecture as the focal point of the building.  Using an ancient theatrical 
layout, architecture weaves through the vast stone arches of the building and floods light into the more modern looking spaces. With several voids connecting interior lecture spaces and presentation areas, the building can provide for a new generation of architectural thinkers and give back to the vast history of architecture in 
Chicago.  The building begins as a display area for the public, and works its way up the building to a school, and terminates with rented firm office space.  The hierarchy of the building is meant for these practitioners to display their work and network with interested students,  showing them what exactly goes on in a real firm. 
Students and the public are constantly encouraged to observe the rawness of the entire design process found in spaces throughout the building, rather than just the finished product.

certain rawness to their ideas.

ALLIED ARTS HS:
The high school and out-of-school youth 
programs are located in the center of the 
building where they can network and 
collaborate with the surrounding 
professionals in the building.  

PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMMING:
The peak of the building features a 5 story 
bar of studio space for rent to local firms, as 
well as offices for professors in the Allied 
Arts HS.  This is the hierarchy of the project, 
encouraging students to one day take on the 
real world profession of architecture.


